Introduction.
In the winter 1914-15 I caught for the first time the sight of horizontal rainbows in the moat between Hibiya Park and Wadagura-mon in Tokyo. The rainbows were of two bands. At that time I was in an electric car running along the moat, and could not observe them carefully. At first I thought that they are the left and right branches of a bow, but by the observing the similar bows in the next winter I found I was quite wrong.
In the winter of 1916 I used to walk along the moat almost every day and had good opportunities to observe such rainbows more carefully. Here I give a brief account of them. The third band of the rainbows. The third band of the rainbows observed on Jan. 27 and Feb. 3 would be one that produced by the reflected rays from the water surface. This reflected rainbow was as bright as the first rainbow. In the moat between Hibiya and Hirakawa-mon this could be observed almost whenever the first rainbow was observed. The two bands of rainbows which I observed at first in the winter 1914-15 would be probably the first rainbow and this third band. The Colours of the Rainbows. Lastly it must be remarked that all the bands of the rainbows always lacked the red end of the spectrum, and present only the colours lying between violet and orange.
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